Recent interest in reducing budget deficits raises questions regarding the impact on legislative bargaining of cuts versus increases in government spending. Using an experimental design where the outcomes are theoretically isomorphic results in significant differences in bargaining outcomes: There are longer delays in reaching agreement with cuts than with increases, along with which legislative types get their proposals passed. These results can be attributed to a change in agents' reference point in conjunction with differential responses to gains versus losses.
Introduction
This paper contributes to the literature on voting in legislative bargaining games. While there have been a number of legislative bargaining experiments exploring the distribution of "cash" benefits or "pork" (see Palfrey, 2016 for a review of the literature), more recently there are legislative bargaining experiments concerned with the distribution of pork along with a policy choice. The experiment reported on here is in this second category. The innovation of this paper is to explore how bargaining is affected by a shrinking as opposed to an expanding budget allocation using two isomorphic bargaining treatments. The isomorphism serves to hold other things equal, so that any differences in outcomes observed are ultimately due to going from gains to losses. Understanding the differential effects, if any, between increasing versus shrinking budgets has implications for institutional design outside the laboratory. These implications are discussed in the concluding section of the paper.
Models of legislative bargaining essentially involve committee decision making. This coincides with an early cornerstone of Charles Plott's distinguished career -his interest in committee decision making and political economy (Fiorina and Plott, 1978; Kormedi and Plott, 1982) and the path dependence of outcomes in sequential voting (Levine and Plott, 1977) . These earlier studies of committee decision making involved unstructured bargaining whereas the present research involves structured bargaining, namely the Jackson and Moselle (2002; JM) model where legislators, with heterogeneous preferences, bargain over a one-dimensional public policy issue, along with a distribution of private goods that benefit each legislator's home district.
In an earlier paper (Christiansen, Georganas, and Kagel, 2014; CGK) we analyzed the JM model for the case of expanding benefits: A Baseline treatment in which there are no private goods available to "grease" the legislative bargaining "wheels", and a Gains treatment in which there are private goods to distribute between potential coalition partners along with a decision on the public policy issue. This paper extends the previous one to a Costs treatment in which legislators must come up with reductions in private goods (aka "taxes") to cover budget costs.
The Costs treatment is structured so that it is theoretically isomorphic to the Gains treatment, resulting in the same stationary subgame perfect equilibrium (SSPE) outcome, the most common theoretical reference point for legislative bargaining experiments. Outcomes are also isomorphic to the efficient equal split (EES), a behavioral model that better organized the Gains treatment in CGK (and will be shown, to better organize behavior under the Costs treatment here as well).
There are a number of common outcomes between the earlier Gains experiment and the Costs experiment reported on here: Both serve to "grease" the legislative bargaining process, as there is significantly less delay in passing proposals than when bargaining strictly over a public policy. However, as between Gains and Costs, there is a significantly lower frequency of proposals passing without delay with Costs. Most of this increase has to do with rejections of proposals from the voter who cares the most about the public policy -a 23 percentage point reduction in her proposals passing without delay. In turn, this results in reductions in efficiency by just under 10%, along with a 20% reduction in that voter's payoff, had her proposals passed at the same rate as in the earlier Gains experiment. This difference is consistent with reference point effects (another of the many topics Professor Plott has written on) in which legislators respond differentially to gains and losses, in conjunction with Prospect Theory type preferences (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) . This paper is related to a growing literature on legislative bargaining experiments. Most early papers focus on purely distributive games, such as the bargaining model in Baron and Ferejohn (1989) .
2 More recent research examines models where players bargain over two or more dimensions. This includes the CGK paper where legislators with heterogeneous preferences also bargain over a one dimensional "public" policy. Other papers include Frechette, et al. (2012) and Christiansen (2015) where bargaining occurs over private goods along with a public good where funds for both come from a common budget. Agranov, et al. (2016) examine a dynamic bargaining game over private and public goods where investment in public goods is durable. It is important to note that in each of these experiments bargaining is in the "gains" frame, that is, proposers are offering coalition members a higher payoff than they had before bargaining.
The paper is also related to how reference points affect bargaining outcomes because of differential responses to gains and losses. Camerer, et al. (1993) study a shrinking-pie, multiround, bilateral bargaining game and compare the results to an isomorphic treatment in which losses increase over time. 3 They find more dispersed offers, greater initial rejections and lower proposer payoffs with increasing losses as opposed to an equivalent shrinking of benefits. Other experiments focus on bargaining between buyers and sellers. Neale and Bazerman (1985) show 1 See Plott and Zeiler (2005) . 2 See McKelvey (1991), Fréchette, Kagel, and Lehrer (2003) , Diermeier and Morton (2005) , and Morelli (2005a and 2005b) . 3 Their emphasis is on using an eye-tracking technique to record information search to determine the extent to which agents use backward induction.
that framing a collective bargaining game between union and management as a gain rather than a loss results in fewer negotiations being sent to arbitration (also see Bazerman, et al., 1985) . 4 A similar result is reported in Kristensen and Gärling (1997) where buyers and sellers negotiate over the sale price of a condominium. They show that when buyers perceive the seller's first offer price as a gain, relative to their reference point, it results in higher counteroffers than if they perceive the first offer as a loss, thereby reducing the overall number of counteroffers and bargaining impasses.
Like the bilateral bargaining papers, the experiment in this paper speaks to the question of whether different reference points affect bargaining outcomes. But it extends earlier results in two important ways. First, bargaining is multilateral not bilateral. Second, the bargaining game is more complex than in earlier experiments since individuals with different preferences must simultaneously trade-off private goods along with the location of a common policy. This allows us to explore the implications for efficiency.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the underlying experimental design used to investigate the JM model. Section 3 briefly reviews results from CGK that provide the starting point for the present experiment. Section 4 describes the experimental procedures and the motivation for the parameter values chosen. Section 5 reports the results and Section 6 is a summary and conclusions section.
Implementation of the Jackson and Moselle Model
The JM model extends the Baron-Ferejohn (1989; BF) Legislators have heterogeneous preferences, which depend on the policy chosen and the legislator's share of private goods. Legislator i's utility function ui (y, xi) is nonnegative, continuous, and strictly increasing in xi for every y ∈ Y. Preferences over the public policy are 4 We want to distinguish reference point effects from pure framing effects. The former combine both a different initial setting (e.g., different initial endowments) and a pure framing effect (e.g., going from gains to losses). In contrast, in a pure framing effect initial endowments are the same, only the frame is switched.
assumed to be separable from the private good benefits, with ui single peaked in y, with the ideal point yi*.
A legislative bargaining round consists of a potentially infinite number of stages. In the first stage, one legislator is randomly selected to make a proposal. A proposal is a vector (y, x1, x2, x3) consisting of a public policy proposal and a distribution of private goods such that ∑ xi ≤ X. The proposal needs a majority of votes for approval. If the proposal is approved, the bargaining round ends and payoffs are awarded. If the proposal fails, the game moves on to a second stage in which a new proposer is randomly selected, and the process repeats itself until a proposal passes. Legislators are assumed to employ a discount factor 0 < δ ≤ 1 to their benefits from any delays in reaching agreement, so that an agreement in stage t ∈ {1, 2, …} is valued as δ t ui(y, xi). 5 There are multiple Nash equilibria to the game to the point that any proposal that is accepted constitutes a Nash equilibrium. As is standard in the literature, the stationary subgame perfect equilibrium (SSPE) is the point of comparison for experimental outcomes. experimental currency units (ECUs) for T1, T2 and T3, respectively. To fix ideas about the policy proposal, subjects were told they must decide on a "bus stop location" on the line interval between 0 and 100, with the cost to deviating from their ideal location referred to as their "unit walking cost" (UWC). 7 There was no discounting of payoffs from delays in reaching agreement (δ = 1), although there will be "homegrown" preferences for reaching agreement within a reasonable time interval (which should not vary across treatments). The real cost for rejecting a proposal that provides a voter with her continuation value for the game is that when a new proposer is chosen, she may be left out of the minimum winning coalition (MWC), with sharply reduced benefits.
Baseline treatments were run with bargainers deciding strictly over the public policy location. Payoffs in the experiment are in experimental currency units (ECUs), which were converted to dollars at a fixed conversion rate. Type i's payoff in the Baseline was given by, 5 If the game fails to terminate, a default decision (a policy location and split of the private goods) is implemented. It turns out that even if δ = 1 the default decision plays no role in the analysis when X > 0. See JM for details. 6 See BF for a discussion of the properties of the SSPE. 7 Instructions are at the web site: https://sites.trinity.edu/sites/sites.trinity.edu/files/instructions_gains_costs.pdf
where yprop is the policy proposed, E is the legislators' starting endowment, common to all players, and UWCi is i's unit walking costs. In CGK, E was set at 600. Here it is set at 700 which is necessary to preserve the isomorphism with the earlier Gains experiment.
Proposers in the Gains treatment in CGK, in addition to choosing the public policy (y), had 100 ECUs in "cash" (c1, c2, c3) to distribute (Ʃci = 100). In the Costs treatment here, in addition to choosing the public policy location, proposers had to raise "taxes," τ, equal to 200
ECUs, with the restriction that no more than 100 ECUs could come from any one player. (In order to avoid any positive or negative associations with taxes, subjects were told the 200 ECUs were "construction payments" needed to pay for the bus stop.) A proposal is a vector (y, τ1, τ2, τ3) such that ∑ τi =200 and τi ≤ 100 for all i. This restriction on taxes is needed to generate the theoretical isomorphism between final outcomes in the Gains and Costs treatments. It might be thought of as a constitutional restriction, a result of a prior bargaining outcome, or a result of political "realities". It might also simply reflect the fact that the legislature cannot get the requisite amount of spending cuts from any one legislator's stock of private goods.
Under this structure, a net of 100 ECUs of private goods are added to the Baseline treatment under both the Gains and Costs treatments. In the Gains treatment, a proposer has 100
ECUs directly at her disposal to "grease the wheels", in addition to specifying a policy proposal, yprop. In the Costs treatment, given the 100 ECU increase in players' initial endowments, and because taxes must be less than or equal to 100, the proposer is able to allocate between 0 and 100 ECUs of private goods to any player, just as in the Gains treatment, albeit from a different starting point. That is, payoffs in the Costs treatment are:
the same payoff as in the Gains treatment where the private good allocations are ci = (100 -τi).
Since nothing else about the bargaining game has changed, the outcomes are isomorphic in that they have the same SSPE outcome, but are clearly framed differently, on account of dealing with costs as opposed to benefits and the different values for E.
Previous Experimental Results
In CGK under the Baseline treatment 63. These differences from the SSPE predictions are better captured by a behavioral model, the efficient equal split (EES). An EES is defined as the payoff-maximizing proposal that equalizes payoffs to within 1 ECU between the proposer and one other voter (predicted outcomes under the EES are shown in Table 1 ). It is obviously related to the other regarding preference literature (see Cooper and Kagel, 2016 for a survey), in much the same way the highly unequal payoffs in the ultimatum game and the Baron-Ferejohn game fail to be satisfied. Under the EES, all three types have higher theoretical continuation values than under the SSPE. 10 This is reflected in the voting regressions, which showed that all three types could expect higher payoffs from the EES, with these payoffs quite close to being expected payoff maximizing proposals.
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Despite the higher payoffs, the EES is not an equilibrium for risk neutral expected utility maximizers, since rather than accept an EES offer from a T3 proposer, T1 could make more holding out for an offer from T2 or becoming the proposer. However, it only takes a little bit of "noise" for the EES to be a stable equilibrium -for example, risk aversion can induce T1 to 8 Using a t-test with bargaining round as the unit of observation. 9 An MWC is defined as a proposal in which only one other legislator votes for it. In this case 3% of the time T2s
proposals passed unanimously. 10 T1's continuation value under the SSPE is 617 versus 622 under the EES. For T2 the continuation values are 550 and 555, respectively, and for T3 they are 298 and 332. 11 Estimated differences between the EES and the SSPE were 6.5ECUs, 46.5ECUs and 78.4ECUs for T1, T2, and T3 respectively. Estimated differences from payoff maximizing proposals were -26.6, -11.9, and 0 for T1, T2, and T3 respectively. See 
Experimental Procedures
Experimental sessions consisted of 15 bargaining rounds, with between 12 and 18 subjects in each session. Subjects' designation as a T1, T2 or T3 was randomly determined at the start of a session and remained the same throughout. In each stage of the bargaining process all subjects submitted a proposed policy along with a distribution of cash or taxes in the Gains and Costs treatments. One proposal was selected at random to be voted on, with subjects being able to view the payoffs to each of the three players from the selected proposal. If the proposal received a majority of votes, it passed, and payoffs were awarded. If the proposal failed to receive majority approval, a new stage began and new proposals were submitted. In either case the feedback to subjects included the payoffs to each player and how that player voted. The proposal and voting process repeated itself until a proposal passed. Each bargaining round continued until all groups had passed a proposal, with the groups who finished early having a "please wait" screen until everyone finished. At the end of each bargaining round, subjects were randomly re-matched into new bargaining groups (subject to the constraint of a single player of each type in each group).
One round, selected at random, was paid off on at the end of the session.
Subjects were recruited online from the undergraduate student population at Ohio State University enrolled in the Economics department subject pool using ORSEE (Greiner, 2004) .
Experimental sessions typically lasted between an hour and an hour and a half. Software for conducting the experiment was programmed using zTree (Fishbacher, 2007) . We conducted four sessions of the Costs treatment for a total of 66 subjects. 13 There were two Baseline sessions with E = 700 with 36 total subjects. In what follows the Baseline sessions in CGK are pooled with these new sessions, as there were no significant differences in the average public policy and stage 1 acceptance rates between the two. 14 The conversion rate from ECUs to dollars was $1 = 33 ECUs for all sessions, along with a show-up fee of $6. Average earnings were $21 for the Costs sessions.
The parameters of the model were chosen to meet two primary objectives: First, we wanted the equilibrium to be in pure strategies since previous research shows that mixing is difficult to achieve in practice. This also helped meet the second objective, an equilibrium where players with opposite ideal points ("strange bedfellows") frequently form coalitions under the SSPE. These coalitions between a T3 proposer and a T1 are especially interesting because not only must the T3 proposer give all of the private goods to T1 in the Gains treatment, she must fully tax herself in the case of Costs.
Results
The focus here is on comparing the Gains and Costs treatments to the Baseline treatment and to each other. 15 Unless otherwise noted, results are reported for rounds 7-15, at which point subjects are thoroughly familiar with the game and the functionality of the software. Data analysis focuses on stage 1 proposals and payoffs, as it covers most of the data, and once a proposal is rejected the analysis gets substantially more complicated (e.g., possible confounding effects of repeated play since group members to do not change from stage to stage). The
Appendix provides results for all bargaining stages and shows that this restriction has virtually no effect on the results reported. To simplify the presentation and to make comparisons between treatments easier, we represent the private good allocations as xi = ci in the Gains treatment and 13 This compares to 3 sessions, with 39 subjects in the Gains treatment in CGK. The additional session for the Costs treatment compensated for one of the earlier sessions that ended after 11 bargaining rounds as a result of computer problems (the data for this session is used up through the 11 th round). This, along with higher turnouts in the experiment reported here, accounts for the higher participation rate than in the Gains treatment. 14 There were three Baseline sessions with E = 600 totaling 42 subjects. 15 The reader is referred to CGK for detailed analysis of the Baseline treatment relative to the Gains treatment.
as xi = 100 -τi in the Costs treatment. This normalizes the net private good allocations between the two treatments.
For both Gains and Costs, the average public policy compared to the Baseline is closer to the ideal point of the legislator who cares the most about it (T3): From 38.9 (1.8) under the Baseline to 52.8 (3.2) under Gains and to 47.4 (2.7) under Costs (standard errors of the mean in parentheses). 16 This increases total welfare compared to the Baseline treatment as it is closer to T3's ideal point, and any movement in that direction increases total welfare. The EES continues to better organize the data for Costs than the SSPE, with average proposer payoffs from accepted proposals quite similar to Gains treatment. These results are detailed in the appendix. What is more interesting, and novel, are the differences in acceptance rates between the Gains and Costs treatments, along with differences from the Baseline treatment, and the implications for proposer power.
Acceptance rates for stage 1 proposals in the pooled Baseline treatment were 57% compared to 69% for Costs and 78% for Gains, with both significantly greater than in the Baseline (p < 0.05, using a Mann-Whitney test where outcomes from each bargaining round are the unit of observation). Although it is an accepted fact in the empirical literature on legislative bargaining that the introduction of private benefits helps to "grease the wheels" of the legislative bargaining process (see, for example, Evans, 2004) , at first blush it might seem paradoxical that the taxes needed to pay for the public policy can have the same effect. However, taxes which involve decreases in private benefits can help to form coalitions in much the same fashion as when the benefits are positive. This is immediately obvious once one recognizes that the taxes needed to pay for government expenses (the "bus stop" in this case) are capable of bringing T1
and T3 together by imposing the maximum tax on T2.
The difference between the acceptance rates in Gains and Costs is borderline significant at conventional levels using a Mann-Whitney test ( = 0.11). 17 The Appendix shows that increasing the power of the test by expanding the analysis to include all bargaining stages yields a p value of 0.05. 18 More importantly, the relatively small average difference in pass rates 16 The movements in policy relative to the Baseline are statistically significant using a Mann-Whitney test with the outcomes in each bargaining round as the unit of observation ( < 0.01). 17 Unless stated otherwise, statistical tests reported are Mann-Whitney, with results for each group in each bargaining round as the unit of observation. 18 Another way to measure whether there is more difficulty in coming to agreement in Costs is to calculate the average number of stages until agreement is reached. The average rises from 1.3 stages in Gains to 1.5 stages in Costs ( = 0.10).
between Gains and Costs masks the fact that T1s accept EES proposals from T3s substantially more often with Gains than with Costs. This results in a substantial reduction in proposer power in Costs for T3s, a 100 ECU reduction in average earnings compared to having these proposals accepted at the same rate as the Gains treatment. The first thing to notice is the large cluster of proposals in both treatments at the EES, payoffs to T1 and T3 of 600 ECUs. There are also a number of proposals to the west of the EES with T3's payoff below 600 in both treatments. These proposals look very much like the EES except that they involve policy locations slightly below 100. 20 We pool these with the (strict) EES proposals to form the class of "nearly efficient equal splits" (NEES), defined as y ∈ [90, 100] with nearly all private goods going to T1, 1 ≥ 90.
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Of T3s' proposals selected to be voted on, 54% and 47% were NEES proposals in the Gains and Costs treatments, respectively. And while these constitute a similarly large share of T3s' proposals in both treatments, their acceptance rate is only 42% in the Costs treatment compared to 80% in the Gains treatment. This accounts for T3s' lower pass rates for Costs compared to the Gains treatment ( = 0.01).
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19 This criteria is used to eliminate proposals that essentially had no chance of being accepted in both the Gains and Costs treatments. Only 6 T3 proposals in Gains and 6 in Costs did not meet this criteria. 20 Note that because T3's unit walking cost is so high, even a proposal that allocates all of the private goods to T1 and proposes a policy of 90 lowers T3's payoff to 540. 21 NEES proposals yield payoffs of R3 ∈ [540,610] and R1 ∈ [590,610] and include the EES as a special case. 22 The results are similar if the data is restricted to EES proposals. The acceptance rates are 89% and 44% for Gains and Costs, respectively ( < 0.05).
Figure 1 T3s Accepted and Rejected Proposals to T1s
Notes: Stage 1 proposals only. Each orange petal represents 2 observations so that a large circle with 5 petals represents 10 observations at that point in the plane. Similarly, each yellow petal represents 1 observation.
There are repeated observations for the same T1s in Figure 1 , which could compromise the statistical significance of the results reported. Table 2 accounts for this, reporting the results of a probit for T1 votes on T3 proposals, with standard errors clustered at the subject level. 23 In the probit the dependent variable is 1 for a "yes" vote and 0 for a "no" vote. Explanatory variables consist of a dummy equal to 1 for the Costs treatment (0 otherwise), a dummy equal to 1 for an NEES proposal (0 otherwise), and an interaction term for the two dummy variables. The probits are run over proposals with payoffs to T1 at or below the NEES.
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As expected, since T1 payoffs are higher under the NEES (than below it) the coefficient on the NEES variable is positive and significant ( < 0.05). The coefficient on the dummy for the Costs treatment is not significantly different from 0, but the coefficient on the interaction between the dummy for the Costs treatment and the dummy for NEES proposals is negative and significant ( < 0.10), indicating that T1s are less likely to accept an NEES in the Costs treatment.
25 Table 2 T1 Voting Probits on T3 Proposals Note: Considers only proposals with payoff to T1 less than or equal to 610. ** significant at the 5% level; * significant at the 10% level This higher rejection rate on the part of T1s is consistent with the predicted effects of reference-dependent preferences of the sort modeled in Kőszegi and Rabin (2006) . Assume a player's utility is a linear combination of her payoff in the game, Ri, and a "gain-loss utility" term (•)relating her payoff relative to her endowment,
where E equals 600 in the Gains treatment and 700 in the Costs treatment, and (•) is the gainloss function. As in Kőszegi and Rabin we assume (•) satisfies the usual assumptions from Prospect Theory: risk aversion over gains and loss aversion with diminishing sensitivity to losses as one moves farther from the reference point.
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The effects of reference-dependent preferences are modeled here in terms of the EES. In what follows we assume (•) is identical for all players in the game and that it displays constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) over both gains and losses. 27 Notice that in this game the maximum payoff for any player is achieved by setting the policy at her ideal point and keeping all of the private goods (a tax of 0 in the Costs treatment), in which case her payoff is 700. This means that in the Costs treatment players always receive payoffs at or below their 700 endowment, while in the Gains treatment players may be above or below their 600 endowment.
As a result, in the Costs treatment (•) will be negative for any proposal that has a chance of passing, while in the Gains treatment (•) can be positive or negative depending on the proposal, the player's ideal point, and her unit walking cost.
Suppose T1 is considering whether to accept a current offer relative to the next bargaining stage in terms of her expected gain-loss utility. If she is the proposer in the next stage, or T2 is the proposer, T1 receives 634 under the EES, while if T3 is proposer T1 receives 600. T1 also faces the possibility of a payoff below 600 if T2 and T3 choose to partner together instead of playing the EES, which happens just over 10% of the time when T2 or T3 is chosen as proposer. 28 With reference-dependent preferences inducing risk aversion in Gains, T1s may be willing to accept less than their continuation value. In contrast, this will produce risk-loving behavior in Costs with T1s rejecting equivalent offers.
26 See Kőszegi and Rabin (2006) for a formal description of the gain-loss function. 27 CARA utility functions were chosen for ease of use, but later we discuss the implications of utility functions displaying increasing or decreasing risk aversion. 28 Similar results would follow from satisficing assuming that small deviations from maximizing payoffs are more acceptable with Gains compared to Costs. is never the case in the Costs treatment where the chord is always above the gain-loss function because T1s are always below their initial endowment. In this case (•) induces risk-loving, resulting in players requiring higher payoffs to vote in favor of a proposal, compared to the absence of a reference point effect, all else equal. 29 While it is not guaranteed that T1 will be risk averse with respect to (•) in the Gains treatment, she will be more risk averse in Gains than in
Costs. 30 All else equal, this would increase the chance that an EES proposal from T3 with a relatively low payoff of 600 to T1 is rejected in the Costs treatment. 29 This follows from Harrington (1990) who shows that risk aversion will result in voters accepting lower offers than with risk neutrality. Similarly, voters will require higher offers than with risk neutrality to vote in favor of a proposal if they are risk loving. 30 To see why, note that for payoffs below 600 the level of local risk aversion is identical across treatments by the CARA assumption. However, for payoffs above 600, players in the Gains treatment are locally more risk averse than in Costs because they are above their endowment. Together this implies that players in Gains are globally more risk averse for any payoff distribution that includes the possibility of a payoff above 600. See Pratt (1964) . With
Reference-dependent preferences should not affect either T2 or T3 voters when proposers follow the EES since T2 and T3 receive as much in the EES as they could ever expect to get in a future stage of the game so that risk preferences are irrelevant. Moreover, they only affect T1s voting on an EES from a T3 since the payoff in an EES offer from T2 is also as much as T1 can ever expect to get in the next stage of the game if it is rejected. This means the only predicted effect of reference-dependent preferences on the behavioral equilibrium is that in the Costs treatment T3s should respond by improving the payoffs of T1s or by splitting payoffs with T2s.
However, the first option violates the fairness norm underlying the EES, and under the second option, T3s would be even worse off than under an EES with T1s, and T2s would then be subject to the same endowment effect as T1s. voted the same way as in the Gains treatment: Expected payoffs would increase from 430 when the acceptance rate is 42% as it is in Costs to 535 when it is 80%, as it is in Gains. 31 This is a difference of over 100 ECUs on the most common T3 proposal so there are substantial costs to T3 from these higher rejection rates.
This raises the question as to why T3s continue to stick to EES proposals in the Costs treatment. First, each proposer, including T3, faces strategic uncertainty when they choose their proposal, as they are unsure of what responders will accept. As a result proposers initially opt for some sort of a fairness norm, of which the EES (or an NEES) is a prime candidate, so there is some learning required for T3s to respond with better offers. Second, it is difficult for a T3 to respond by offering T1 higher payoffs, as T3 is already taxing herself the maximum amount possible in the Costs treatment. So offering T1 more means moving the policy location to the left, which imposes a high cost on T3 and quickly makes for a much more inequitable payoff compared to T1, which would be hard for T3 to accept.
Summary and Conclusions
This experiment investigates the impact on legislative bargaining from increasing versus decreasing budget allocations under a design that should result in no difference between the two when agents are expected utility maximizers. Although a situation in which there is a theoretical isomorphism between Gains and Costs is unlikely to occur outside the laboratory, the theoretical isomorphism effectively sets "other things equal" within the experiment thereby isolating the impact of increasing versus decreasing budget allocations from possible confounding effects.
The experiment also serves to investigate the impact of reference point effects within a structured bargaining environment that eliminates the potential confounds identified in Zeiler and Plott's (2005) critique of the original Kahneman et al. (1990) "mugs" experiment.
Using the Jackson-Moselle (2002) legislative bargaining model, there are minimal differences in average policy outcomes and total welfare for accepted proposals under a Gains treatment, where legislators have private goods available to "grease" the bargaining "wheels", and a Costs treatment, where it is necessary to reduce private goods to pay for a public policy.
Subjects in both treatments commonly choose the efficient equal split (EES), or something quite close to it. Under an experimental design where both the standard theoretical equilibrium (SSPE) and the EES predict no differences, it takes significantly longer for agreement to be reached under the Costs compared to the Gains treatment, a result that is consistent with earlier bilateral bargaining studies. The results are also consistent with the struggles of Greece, the Netherlands, and the United States to achieve budgetary compromises under shrinking budgets in recent years.
The sharpest decline in acceptance rates is with respect to T3s forming coalitions with T1s, as stage 1 acceptance rates decline by 23 percentage points, despite T3s making similar proposals to the dominant player (T1s). Given that T3 has the highest cost to deviations from her ideal point, this means total welfare would have been higher in Costs but for this decrease in T3 acceptance rates. 32 This behavior can be explained by reference dependent preferences of the kind specified in Kőszegi and Rabin (2006 party. This suggests that a shift from bargaining over an expanding budget to bargaining over a shrinking budget might also be associated with shifting political allegiances or political parties.
One of our referees suggested that the results reported here may have implications for a balanced budget requirement, which holds in all States, and has been suggested for the Federal government. With a static revenue stream and shifting public priorities, the implication of the results reported here is that it will be more difficult to pass a budget, as it would involve reducing benefits in a number of areas in order to increase benefits in other areas. This follows from the fact that budget reductions lead to higher rejection rates than budget increases. 35 "Rainy day"
33 A "stable" party is one for which no member can form an agreement with another set of players and achieve a higher payoff. JM assume parties split the gains according to the Nash bargaining. T2 and T3 are indifferent between forming parties with one another and with T1. However, because of the proximity of their ideal points, there are more gains for T1 from forming a party with T2 than with T3. 34 Using empirical continuation values from accepted stage 1 proposals adjusted to account for the varying frequency with which each type is selected the proposer, the benefit for T2 from partnering with T1 instead of T3 falls by more than half (12 ECUs in Gains to 5 ECUs in Costs). In short, a T2-T3 coalition is closer to being stable under Costs compared to Gains. 35 The implications would be similar for pay-as-you-go or cut-as-you-go budget requirements which limit the amount of government spending by forcing the legislative body to pay for new spending by cutting spending elsewhere.
funds can help cushion this effect, but only for a limited time unless the economy improves, or there are increases in taxes. The latter would again be likely to generate considerable resistance.
A final take-away from these results is that the ability to turn budget cuts into negotiations over the allocation of private goods might incentivize less delay toward agreement.
Consider that in our experimental design, an alternative way to achieve 200 ECUs in budget cuts is to make severe across-the-board cuts of 100 ECUs from each player, reducing endowments from 700 to 600, and then let players bargain over 100 ECUs in relief from the cuts, as in the Gains treatment. While standard theory predicts no change in outcomes between the two approaches, the experiment suggests that the latter approach may make agreement easier since legislators will no longer be bargaining over outcomes below their reference point. This was arguably at work in the U.S. when there was no agreement over budget cuts in 2011 even following the attempts at a "grand bargain". As an alternative Congress opted for across the board budget cuts ("sequestration"). Agreement came later when in January 2014 parties in
Congress were able to compromise on a budget deal for fiscal year 2014, repealing $61 billion in sequester cuts evenly divided between defense (which Republicans favored) and non-defense (which Democrats favored).
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A natural extension of the Gains and Costs analysis would be to apply it to the Baron and Ferejohn (BF) legislative bargaining model. This is essentially a divide the dollar game with an uneven number of bargainers and majority rule which, to date, has only been studied under Gains treatments. There are distinct differences between that model and the present one which may impact the Costs treatment differently from the one observed here. Most importantly, one of the robust findings with respect to the BF model is the high frequency of minimum winning coalitions (MWCs) where those not in the coalition get a zero allocation. This means that rejecting an offer in the current stage carries a significant amount of risk in the BF game. In our experiment a T1 who rejects an NEES offer knows that even in the case of a T2-T3 coalition in the next stage, the lowest her payoff can be is 500 ECUs. Whether rejection rates would be as a high in a BF Costs treatment, which would in turn limit the amount of proposer power, is a topic for future research.
